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Vision

To establish world class platform for creation of knowledge through quality 
research and its dissemination through technologically enabled teaching - 
learning pedagogy in the field of science, technology, engineering, arts and 

management. To become a catalyst in the societal and national 
development, by ensuring continuous interaction with industry and other 

academic and research institutions in India and abroad.

Mission

•  To offer state of the art undergraduate Programmes in IT & ITES as 
well as core disciplines with emphasis on strong fundamentals

•  To establish centers of excellence in emerging areas to provide 
significant breakthrough required to solve real world problems

•  To make The LNMIIT as the most preferred institute for higher 
education across the country

•  To create intellectual property through innovations, quality research 
publications and patents

•  To instill core values of excellence, integrity, teamwork, professional 
ethics and environmental concerns

•  To foster and nurture leadership and entrepreneurial qualities and 
lifelong learning amongst students, research scholars, faculty and staff 
of The LNMIIT



Programme  Time

Entry of Academic Procession 2:30 PM

Invocation 2:33 PM

Opening of the Convocation Ceremony by the Chairman, Governing Council 2:35 PM

Award of Degrees by the Chairman, Academic Council 2:36 PM

Award of Medals by the Chairman, Governing Council  4:00 PM

Report by the Director 4:05 PM

Welcome Address by the Chairman, Governing Council 4:20 PM

Convocation Address by the Chief Guest 4:35 PM

Vote of thanks by the Registrar 5:05 PM

Closure of Convocation Ceremony by the Chairman, Governing Council 5:10 PM

National Anthem 5:12 PM

Academic Procession Retreat 5:14 PM

th12  Convocation 
Minute to Minute Programme
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ABOUT THE INSTITUTE

The LNMIIT was established by the LNM Foundation (renamed as the LUM Foundation) and the 

Government of Rajasthan in the public-private partnership mode. The LNMIIT was granted Deemed-to-be-

University status by UGC in 2006 under the De-Novo category. The 100-acre green residential campus is 

located in a serene atmosphere on the outskirts of India's Pink City, Jaipur. Till now, around 2400 UG 

students and 120 PG (Master's and Ph.D.) students have graduated. Currently, total number of 

undergraduate students is around 1800 and postgraduate (PG) students is around 60. Girls constitute 

around 30% of total students. One of the central objectives of the Institute has been to serve the state, 

nation and the world by exploiting the potential of India's pre-eminent position in the areas, including but 

not limited to, Information and Communication Technology and its relationship with various spheres of 

human life. Presence of the LNMIIT alumni in start-ups, MNCs, academia, community outreach initiatives 

as well as in government sector is a testimony to its eco-system enabling all round development of 

students alongside good academic and research practices. The Institute aims to educate and nurture 

outstanding engineers and professionals for positions of leadership in industry, academics and research in 

the field of information technology and beyond. A brief history of its existence for little over a decade 

reflects commitment of the LNMIIT to quality in the teaching-learning domain, consolidation of research 

profile and gradual expansion into new domains of learning.

Historically, depending upon the prevalent nation-wide entrance examinations of the times, the Institute 

has been admitting a limited number of students based upon their performance, strictly on the basis of 

merit, for all its programmes at the UG level. For instance, despite the initial pressure that the Institute had 

in the first year of its operation, only 30 students were admitted in its UG programme based on their good 

All India rank in the then AIEEE in the year 2003. In subsequent years, notwithstanding the demand, the 

Institute chose to admit only those students who had qualified themselves for the JEE Advanced 

Examination,even though the basis of its admission remained their performance in JEE Main. Such a policy 

has ensured quality admits at the UG level and does reflect in the performance of our graduates at the 

workplace and beyond.  

With the introduction of PG programmes in 2006, the Institute started offering a set of research-based and 

course-based programmes at various levels alongside the ones which offered a combination of the two. 

The M.S. (CSE, ECE, CCE) were research based programmes whereas programmes like M.Sc. (Physics & 

Mathematics) have been course-based. M.Tech. (CSE & ECE)programmes involve both coursework and 

research/ development in almost equal measure.Similar to the UG admission process, admissions to our 

Master's degree programmesare based on a separate but merit-based process. Even if certain seats remain 

available, unless quality candidates are found, seats are not filled up. 
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All the Departments offer Ph.D. programmes in the respective areas of their research. Ph.D. admission, like 

in other programmes, comprises a merit-based process involving two-stage filtering: written test followed 

by oral examination. For doctoral research, an advisory body (Doctoral Review Committee: DRC)is created 

for every research student, and the programme of the candidate is closely monitored through a variety of 

processes including but not limited to periodic research seminars as well as submission of the scholarly 

work to high quality refereed international conferences and journals. Within a year of admission to the 

Ph.D. programme, each candidate has to complete course work as determined by DRC and face the Ph.D. 

qualifying examination involving both written and oral components. In exceptional cases, DRC may 

recommend the research/ professional work done by a particular candidate to be considered equivalent to 

course work (in such cases, a committee of internal experts may examine the records and advise 

appropriately to Dean (R&D)). Finally, the submitted doctoral work is examined by a panel of examiners in 

addition to the advisor/ supervisor.  

The teaching pedagogy, with its learner-centric and outcome-based focus, emphasizes on strengthening 

of fundamentals as well as hands-on experience involving learning-by-doing through laboratory 

experiments, group projects, B.Tech. Projects as well as continuous evaluation strategy. In addition, in case 

of UG students, internship opportunities such as Semester-Long Internship (SLI) is offered as a flexibility. 

This is over and above other optional internship opportunities for shorter periods through Summer Terms, 

during second and third years of study. The Institute has, over a period of time, introduced a few more 

enabling flexibilities like fast-track completion, provisions for spreading credits for B.Tech. Project work 

over two semesters and choices made available to students to pause their programmes in specific cases, 

with prior permission. During the Semester-Long Internship, students may choose to work either at a 

relevant Industry or a research-focused Institution of higher learning or an advanced Research Laboratory 

of their choice, wherein they are co-mentored by a faculty of the LNMIIT and the host 

Industry/Institute/Research Laboratory. A host of flexibilities of similar nature are also available to our 

M.Sc. and M.Tech. students. 

The undergraduate programmes and master programmes, currently on offer, reflect Institute's multi-

disciplinary approach to curriculum design and delivery. The curriculum is structured to inculcate strong 

fundamentals, relevant technical skills built atop a foundation of basic sciences as well as exposure to 

environmental and ethical concerns and understanding of socio-cultural, economic/business, 

entrepreneurial aspects. Students are made aware of their immediate environment as well as society at 

large. Curriculum revision/up-gradation is undertaken at regular intervals with inputs from academic and 

industry experts as well as from other stake holders like employers and alumni.

The drivers of the Institutional academic progress, i.e. faculty, possess a rich academic and research or 

research and industry exposure gained at premier academic Institutions or well-known MNCs etc. The 
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Institute has been able to recruit and retain experienced as well as young and ambitious faculty to 

galvanize its aspirations of knowledge creation and dissemination.  

The Institute, thus, as a deemed-to-be-university under de-novo category has been able to carve a niche in 

the area of information technology and beyond through sustenance of quality in terms of student intake, 

recruitment and retention of committed and experienced faculty and by the way of ensuring best-in-the-

class academic, research, residential and sports infrastructure. It has rightfully exploited the autonomy 

endowed upon it in keeping the curriculum in tune with the emerging needs as well as introducing new 

degree programmes aimed at creating a talent pool that would fulfill the requirements of the industry and 

the nation. The focus has also been on gradually expanding and diversifying academic and research 

portfolio of the Institute. In order to diversify its portfolio and in quest of expanding its operations, select 

new Degree programmes such as B.Tech. & Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering and M.Sc. in Physics & 

Mathematics have been introduced during last five years. The combination of Mechanical Engineering and 

Electronics, Mechanical Engineering and Computer Science, Mechanical Engineering and Physics as well 

as Mathematics and Computer Science lead to a variety of interdisciplinary research and academic 

programmes including but not limited to those such as Mechatronics, Avionics, Robotics, Cyber Physical 

Systems/IoT, Material Sciences, Energy Systems and Computational Mathematics. With this vision, the 

Institute chose to diversify in the areas mentioned above. The Institute aspires to pursue its commitment 

to innovation in academic programmes as well as replicate its success story in the IT domain to other areas 

of relevance.  

The "Vision-2035" initiative of the Institute, outlines numerous aspirational goals that the Institute has set 

for itself and associated mile stones. This vision reaffirms a keen desire and a strong determination of the 

Institute to make a mark of its own in the world of Higher Learning, both nationally and internationally. 

Continuity of the Deemed University status will help the Institute to retain its autonomy in quest of its endeavors 

towards sustainable excellence. 
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DIRECTOR'S REPORT

Prof. Rahul Banerjee

Welcome and introduction

Honourable Chairman of the function, distinguished Chief Guest: Dr. Pramath Raj Sinha, esteemed members of 

the Governing Council, members of the Academic Council, other learned colleagues, invited guests, friends from 

media, Graduating Students and their parents, ladies and gentlemen,

Very Good Afternoon and a warm welcome to the 12th Convocation of the LNMIIT Jaipur! 

Today, we have amongst us an exceptional educational thinker, entrepreneur and academic who was also 

Founding Dean of Indian School of Business, man who envisioned the Young India Fellowship and is a co-

founder and trustee of the country's best known liberal arts university in private space, Ashoka University. It is 

indeed an honour to have you with us Dr. Pramath Raj Sinha as the Chief Guest of the 12th Convocation of the 

LNMIIT. Thank you so much for accepting our invitation! Incidentally, Dr. Sinha has been closely associated with 

the LNMIIT in its formative years.

In this convocation, a total of 343 students are graduating; out of which 325 are receiving B Tech, 13 are 

receiving M Tech and MSc and 5 are being awarded PhD degrees of the Institute. 

It gives me immense pleasure to announce that Chairman's Gold Medal has been earned by Samyak Dutta 

Gupta (14UEC085) of Electronics & Communication Engineering. The Director's Gold Medal for UG 

program is being awarded to two graduating students: Ayush Pareek (14UCS028) and Sonali Gupta 

(14UCS126) both of Computer Science & Engineering. My hearty congratulations to the medal winners! 

May you earn more laurels in the years to come, serve the humanity through your knowledge and efforts 

and make your Alma Mater and the country proud!
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Today, it is in deed a happy occasion for all of us here to see so many bright young people entering a new 

phase of their lives.  Today, as they leave portals of this Institute and explore endless opportunities that 

await them and numerous and challenges that they would have the privilege to conquer, let us all bless 

them and wish them a happy and meaningful life ahead!

It is both a pleasure and a privilege to briefly present to you a brief account of the progress made by the 

LNMIIT in the recent past. 

The LNMIIT was founded in the year 2002 as a joint imitative of the Lakshmi &Usha Mittal Foundation and 

the Government of Rajasthan. Its first batch of 2003 had 29 students in Communication & Computer 

Engineering. Current bucket of programmes include four-year B,Tech. in CCE, ECE, CSE, ME, two-year 

M.Tech. in CCE, ECE and CSE, five-year B.Tech.-M.Tech. (Dual Degree) programmes in CCE, ECE and CSE, in 

addition to offering M.S. (by research) in ECE and CSE, M.Sc. in Physics and Mathematics and Ph.D. (in CCE, 

ECE, CSE, MME, Physics, Mathematics and HSS). At present, it has more than 1700 students on its role and 

by 2020, this number is likely to rise to 2300, including UG, PG and PhD students.

Vision

The LNMIIT aspires to create a niche for itself in both Indian and global arenas by adopting a multi-

disciplinary approach with a focus on contemporarily relevant as well as emerging areas of research, 

development, teaching-learning, entrepreneurship, outreach and collaboration while maintaining an eco-

system that would enable well-rounded personality development of its students.

A brief report 

Chairman Sir, I, now present a brief report of the Institute. 

In the academic year 2018-19, 499 UG students, 11 PG students in integrated programs, 19 students in 

Master's programs and 9 students in Ph.D. programmes have taken admission, which has made the student 

strength to a total of 1935. 

Coming to placements, during the last academic year, 200 students registered for placement got placed in 

various companies and industrial establishments whereas 33 students have been offered lucrative pre-

placement offers alongside semester-long internships. During this period, 54 companies visited the 

campus. The highest salary offered in the country was INR 29.5 Lakh per annum, average salary was INR 

7.55 Lakh per annum and median salary was over INR 6 Lakh per annum. In addition, quite a few students 

chose not to sit for placements as they aimed at higher studies, founded start-ups, intended to join family 

business or prepare for select competitive examination to further their goals. In the current session, thus 

far, corresponding figures have been substantially higher than the reported period with the Median Salary 

touching double digits, which is a healthy sign. In the current session, the placements are still in process. 

At present, nineteen of our students of the this batch and over thirty students of earlier batch are pursuing 
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higher studies from the premier institutions of higher learning both within India as well as in several other 

countries such as USA, UK, Germany, Ireland, Taiwan, Ireland, Switzerland and Singapore. In addition, 3 

students from 2018 graduating class have also launched their own start-ups.  

Achievements 

Our students have been performing extremely well in various spheres and bringing laurels to the Institute. 

While the list of student achievers and achievements is long, in interest of time, I would like to mention a 

few of them here.

KhyatiDoshi (Y16) received the WTM Google Scholarship, Saloni Garg (Y16) won the Google Venkat 

Scholarship. It is indeed a matter of delight to share with you that some of our students (Disha Kothari, 

Rahul Bhatia, AkankshaMaheshwari, Amit Sagtani, Saloni Garg, Akshat Sharma, Urvika Agrawal, Punit 

Agrawal, NeelanshSethi, PratibhaGoyal, and MuskanKalra) were chosen by the of Rajasthan Student Start-

up Exposure Program of the DoITC, Government of Rajasthan, 2018 and also had an opportunity to benefit 

from a state-sponsored exposure trip to Silicon Valley. In addition, ten students (HarshitPrasad, Parth 

Shandilya, SaurabhChaturvedi, Vibhor Agarwal, Riya Lohiya, Pratul Kumar, Amit Sagtani, Lakshay Gupta, 

Vivek Tiwari, and Vinay Sharma) have also qualified for Google Summer of Code –2018. Three students 

(Aayush Mishra, Akshit Singh, and Sammya Kumar Mohanty) have participated in Harvard Project for Asian 

and International Relations 2018 Asia Conference). Six students (Yashovardhan Agrawal, 

SanmayaMohanty, DhiyavasuBhaduriya, Palansh Agarwal, Karmesh Gupta, and Gaurav Singhal) have been 

selected as Atal Tinkering Lab Mentors. 

Incidentally, one of our relatively senior alumni ,Saket Modi who is the CEO and a Co-Founder of Lucideus 

Technologies has recently featured in Fortune's Magazine India's  '40 under the 40' list.  It is heartening to 

note that our alumni are now serving as Assistant Professors in institutions like George Mason University, 

Washington (USA) and the Indian Institute of Technology, Ropar apart from quite a few other good 

institutions in the country. Some of them are working at places like Intel Labs. Ireland, EPFL, NUS, NTU, 

NYU Poly, Samsung Research, Microsoft, Adobe, Amazon. Many more of the earlier alumni have made it Ivy 

League schools in USA and Europe as well as in select IITs and IISc. We are , as always, proud of our alumni 

and students.

Some other highlights

The LNMIIT has been able to continually hold its place among the top technology institutes in the state 
nd and to a certain extent in the country. The Week (Hansa Research Group)has accorded it the 2 rank in 

rd
Rajasthan, 9th Rank in India in the top private and deemed technical universities; and 3  Rank in Rajasthan 

out of the top technical universities. In a similar vein, the Career360 Ranking 2018 also ranked the 
nd rdInstitute 2  best in Rajasthan amongst the best private universities and the LNMIIT was ranked 3  in 

th
Innovation & Research amongst all the India Private Universities and the 11  best in the country in its all 
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ndIndia best private universities. The Education World Ranking 2018too placed the Institute at the 2  Rank in 
th

Rajasthan amongst the technical deemed-to-be-universities and at 28  Rank in the India's Top 100 private 

universities league table. According to India Today survey 2018, the Institute ranks 59th amongst the top 

165 private engineering institutes in India. However, in case of NIRF Ranking 2018, which uses data of 

earlier three years, there was no change in the rank band of the institute since previous year. Detailed 

analysis of all of these survey outcomes has been carried out a few months ago and the Institute has 

identified areas wherein more efforts are required to be placed for strengthening its position and 

providing greater value to its stakeholders. Also, the Institute has initiated a series of exercises to further 

strengthen its internal processes. Hopefully, in near future, positive outcomes of these efforts would help 

the Institute to grow well and find its rightful place within and outside of the country.

Research Activities

Coming to research, 193 research papers have been published by our faculty members and students in top 

refereed journals and conferences of international repute in the last year. Along with this, one consultancy 

project and nine externally funded R & D projects are going on in the Institute. Quite notably, the Institute 

has been able to establish twenty-nine academic and research collaboration with various foreign 

universities and industries, among which four have been signed in the past year. To add to that, 4 patents 

have been published in the year 2017 and 2018 while another two are in pipeline.

The Institute has also opened a new chapter of ISTE (Indian Society for Technical Education) with the 

objective to further stimulate research and teaching vis-à-vis faculty development programs and 

workshops. This in addition to several other chapters like CSI, ASME, SAE, IEEE etc. which have been 

operational for years.

Academics

Over the years, the Institute has gained its reputation for its rigorous academic pursuits and policies. Apart 

from being recognized by the UGC as a deemed-to-be-university in the de Novo category, way back in 2006, 

all the currently offered UG and PG engineering programs of the institute have been also approved by 

AICTE. Besides this, in compliance with the UGC requirements, the Institute has also submitted DPR 

(Detailed Project Report) for UGC's periodic review. NAAC has duly accredited the Institute with an “A” grade 

in the year 2016. The Institute has also accomplished the membership of National Academic Depository 

(NAD) in 2018 which empowers our graduates to access and share the digitized versions of their achieved 

degrees and transcripts for various purposes, according to their academic needs. Currently, the Institute 

has initiated the preparation for NBA accreditation. 

Catering to the demands and requirements of current industrial world, the Institute offers several elective 

courses of contemporary flavour to the students. The courses are designed and regularly updated by 

faculty members of different disciplines according to the emerging trends.  
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The LNMIIT has created a provision of the Semester Long Internship program for the appropriately 

prepared students to spend their eighth semester in the select industries and research laboratories 

providing them ample exposure to the demands of the industrial world as well as train them 

professionally. Many of our students have been able to obtain foreign summer internships in institutes and 

industrial plants.  

In accordance with its principles of cultivating and fostering innovations, the Institute has created nine 

specialized centers to reinforce the academic, teaching-learning, entrepreneurship and research activities 

in a set of focused areas of contemporary relevance. Each of these centres is aimed to emerge as 

innovation hub which would not only facilitate research and entrepreneurship in LNMIIT but also in many 

other institutions in the vicinity and beyond in the coming years. One such centre is the LNMIIT Centre for 

Smart Technology (L-CST) that endeavors to produce smart technology-based cost-effective solutions, 

testing, pilot deployment and technology transfer. Along with this, the Institute has also set up Virtual 

Centre for Education Technology and Teaching Learning Innovation (CET-TLI) to comprehend the growing 

needs of the Institute in areas of pedagogy, evaluation and learning. The LNMIIT Centre for Technology-

Business Incubation & Entrepreneurial Leadership (L-CTBI & EL) is the other one that has been 

established as a single point-of-incubation and facilitation for most of the kinds of support that an 

entrepreneurial eco-system requires including aid in business, feasibility analysis, advice in IP creation 

and protection matters, and where feasible and relevant, advice or consultancy on commercialization and 

outreach.  Our brochure and website provide greater details.

Recently, keeping in view the social application of technological knowledge, the Institute has signed MoU 

with the Department of Information Technology & Communication, Govt. of Rajasthan. In addition, the 

Institute is participating in the 'Unnat Bharat Abhiyaan', an initiative recently taken up by MHRD, India as 

well as a few other initiatives aiming to help underserved communities..

Faculty Members

The faculty members have always been the pride and prestige of the Institute and no less is the 

contribution of the staff in the overall success down the years. At present, the faculty strength of the 

Institute is eighty-one across six departments. During this period, four new faculty members have joined in 

different positions and the Institute is looking forward to recruit few more in the coming days. More than 

90% of our regular faculty members are PhDs while the rest are about to finish their doctoral programmes 

in India and abroad under the faculty development program of the Institute. The Institute is undoubtedly 

privileged to have wonderful faculty members who have attained their doctoral degrees from IITs and 

NITs. Thirteen faculty members are also having Post-Docs from different foreign organizations of repute. It 

is no exaggeration in saying without the tireless efforts of our faculty members and staff, the Institute and 

without our quality of students would not have achieved what it has been able to do today.  
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Departments Highlights

The Department of CSE has successfully organized three research lectures so far, under the recently 

launched “The LNM Distinguished Lecture Series” in which eminent professors from the premier institutes 

had visited the campus to share their intellectual ideas. Professor Sandeep Shukla (from IIT Kanpur) 

delivered his lecture on “Research Issues in Security in Cyber-Physical Systems” on 30 September 2018. 

This was followed by another lecture Professor C. Pandurangan (from IIT Madras) on “Research Issues in 

Security of Connected Systems and Services” on 20 Oct 2018. The Department in collaboration with EICT, 

MNIT Jaipur, has also conducted one FDP on “Big Data Analytics” on 17 – 21 March 2018. Looking ahead, the 

Department is going to organize an International Workshop on Multimedia Applications will be organized 

from 12- 16 Feb 2019. The theme of the workshop for 2019 is 'Smart City'. The workshop aims to report 

high quality research on state-of-art approaches, methodologies, and systems in the design, development, 

deployment and innovative use of multimedia services, tools and technologies. Along with such research 

driven efforts, it is also significant to mention that a team of students have also made their way to the 

quarterfinal round in DST & TI India Innovation challenge IICDC -2018.

The Department of ECE has organized a two-day National Workshop titled '5G and IOT – The New Internet 

Perspective' in association with Information Technology Research Academy (ITRA), Government of India, 

December 8-9, 2018. The Department has also received a DST-funded Research Project titled 'SIGN 

LANGUAGE TO REGIONAL LANGUAGE CONVERTER' with a total funding of INR 42, 88,161/- for three-year 

duration. Further, the faculty of the Department has published thirteen (13) research papers in peer-

reviewed national/international journals and conferences.

The Department of Mechanical-Mechatronics Engineering is delighted to have Harsh Vardhan Gupta (Y15) 

who won the 2nd prize in ASME E-Fest Old Guard Technical Presentation and received $400 prize amount 

and travel support $1500 to visit ASME-IMECE conference to be held at Pittsburgh, USA, Nov. 9-15, 2018. 

Yashowardhan Agarwal (from Y16) was selected as a mentor for Atal Tinkering Labs under the Atal 

Innovation mission of the Govt. of India, He was also selected as a mentor at Google Summer of Code   and 

attended the Google Summer of Code Mentors' Summit, San Jose, California, USA (12th -14th October). 

Among the department research scholars, Mr. SurendraBarewar published his research work in Journal of 

Thermal Analysis and Calorimetry (IF: 2.209), and Chemical Engineering and Processing (IF: 3.069). He also 

presented a paper in 7th International & 45th National Conference on Fluid Mechanics & Fluid Power 

(FMFP2018), held at IIT Bombay. Dr. Prabin K. Jha filed a Patent on “Mechatronics System Design to avoid 

the Train Derailment.” The faculty members in MME department have published 12 papers in several 

international journals of repute, besides presenting their research work in the International Conferences.  

Two scholars have completed their PhDs in the department. The department has also established a 

robotics laboratory which has now become part of the LNMIIT Centre for Robotics and AI. 

 The Department of Mathematics has witnessed the graduation of its first MSc batch this year. Four new 

students have joined the PhD program in the department and a few more are likely to join soon. Besides 
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being involved in several collaborative research activities within India and abroad, the faculty members of 

the department of Mathematics have also submitted their respective research proposals for approval to 

external funding agencies. Notably, the Department has been recently granted a DST-FIST Grant of INR 58 

L by the DST.  

The Department of Physics has also received significante research funding from DST and international 

research collaborations. To begin with, DST-SERB-CRG project has been obtained by Dr. Ashok Garai and 

DST-SERB-CRG project by Prof. Somnath Biswas. Prof. G.D. Sharma has been awarded a DST-SERI project an 

INDO-RUSSIA project a BRICS (India-Russia-China) project under DST-BRICS Science and Technology co-

operation program and an INDO-Taiwan project under Global Innovation Technology Alliance 

program.Also, significantly, the first batch (Y16) of MSc (Physics) students will be awarded degree in this 

convocation. Four PhD students will also get their degree, two of them have already joined academics and 

the other two have joined R&D jobs in industry.

The Department of Humanities and Social Sciences has inducted 3 new faculty members. Moreover, the 

Department has also organized a talk on “Microeconomic Environment in India” by Prof. Sanjay Singh, IIM 

Lucknow. Dr. Rajbala Singh was invited as a resource person to conduct a workshop session on 

“Harassment vs. Empowerment” for VigyanJyoti, IIT, Mandi. Four other faculty members have presented 

their research papers in both national and international conferences held in India and abroad.  

Other Student Activities: Outreach and beyond 

As part of the ISR, the different students' clubs such as Sankalp and Nirog under the supervision of 

Resident Medical Officer (RMO) of the Institute carry out various social and community services. Highly 

subsidized OPD with routine drug dispensation and periodic health camps for the villagers in and around 

the campus are some of such activities that being conducted by the medical unit of the Institute and Nirog 

Club. Sankalp Club is actively engaged in social services in and around the campus throughout the year. 

Moreover, our students are also involved in teaching the under-privileged sections of the society thereby 

striving to contribute meaningfully to the larger causes of our society. 

Undoubtedly, sports are an integral part of the Institute. The Sports' Council promotes activities of various 

kinds throughout the year including the nation-level sports festival Desportivos, Yoga Day, Run for Unity 

and friendly matches with other institutions. Our students have participated in Abhivarta held in Manipal 

University in February 2017.  

Our institute provides a conducive environment for championing the cultural talents of the young ones. 

Besides being part of the various cultural activities within the Institute, students are encouraged to take 

part in events happening outside. Many of our students (Y17 and Y18) have participated in Waves 2018 

held in BITS Pilani's Goa campus and have achieved first position in 'Solo note' (Percussions Instrumental) 

and second position in 'Alaap' (Solo-Singing). Insignia Team of our Institute has also won the first prize in 

dancing competition 'Arch-o-Lunio' held in Amity University Jaipur, October 2017.  
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Infrastructural developments 

The Institute has recently created its revised Master Plan and is currently in the process of expansion of the 

hostel facilities for our students. A new boys' hostel is under construction with the capacity to house as 

many as 240 students in 120 double sharing rooms. With the completion of this construction, the total 

hostel capacity will be 1686 seats for boys and 388 for girls. Besides this, an Incubation center building is 

also under construction with the total built up area of 13000 sq. ft. The upcoming building is expected to 

have quite a number of office rooms along with the adequate lab spaces.

Rahul Banerjee, PhD

Director
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INTRODUCTION OF CHIEF GUEST

Dr. Pramath Raj Sinha

"Our Chief Guest for the occasion DrPramath Raj Sinha is an authority in diverse fields 

spanning business & strategy, consulting, leadership and education. He is the Founder and 

Managing Director of Nine Dot NineMediaworx, Founder and Trustee of Ashoka University, 

the pioneer of the Young India Fellowship and, the most recent, the Vedica Scholars 

alternative MBA Programme for women. An astute academic himself, Dr Sinha holds a PhD 

in applied mechanics and robotics from the University of Pennsylvania and a BTech from IIT 

Kanpur. He was the founding Dean of the Indian School of Business. Setting it up in 

collaboration with Wharton, Kellogg and London Business School, he was instrumental in 

shaping ISB into a world-class business school in India. In the past, Mr Sinha has been the 

Group MD and CEO of ABP Pvt Ltd and with McKinsey & Company in North America and 

India leading the company's telecom, IT, media and organizational practices.
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ADDRESS BY CHIEF GUEST

Professor Rahul Banerjee, members of the Governing Council, faculty, staff, students, and parents,

Thank you for inviting me to be with you today and deliver this Convocation Address. I am deeply honored, 

and it is my proud privilege to do so. I am not saying this only to be polite. This is a very special moment, an 

achievement you should be proud of. Graduating students, faculty, staff and parents, my personal 

congratulations! Remember, students, while you worked hard to earn and deserve this degree, you are also 

incredibly fortunate and lucky to be here. According to official data, only one in four or five Indians your age 

gets to go to college. In fact, it is likely that merely one in twenty gets to attend a high-quality institution 

like the LNMIIT, which there are very few of in our country. So, this is indeed an extraordinary and amazing 

moment of achievement, but also of privilege. You have probably been running around since morning in 

excitement, getting dressed, wearing your robe, tending to your family who are here, rushing to join the 

academic procession and grabbing your seat in this gathering. Stop.

Catch your breath, take a pause now to take in this moment. Just think about all the people who made this 

happen, your parents, your siblings, your grandparents, your teachers, your friends and anyone else who 

helped you get here. Savour this moment, look around—this day and time will stay with you for life. Be 

grateful to all of those who worked hard to help you graduate, the sacrifices they made for you and, in your 

thoughts and minds, take a moment to express your deepest gratitude to them. 

Thank you, again, for making me part of your very special moment! Now, you know why I say it is a privilege 

for me to be here. 

I seem to have a karmic association with the LNMIIT. About 26 years ago, on a visit to India, I met a 

distinguished gentleman who was curious about my background in metallurgy and robotics. We got 

discussing my disenchantment with a career in academia despite having enjoyed studying to be an 

academic during my master's and PhD. He insisted I should meet his son, who lived in Indonesia. Not 

anticipating what was coming, I spoke to his son on the phone. He seemed to have been briefed by his 

father and insisted that I should come and work for him. He said he had just bought a new steel plant in 

Mexico and wanted me to help him manage that plant. I found the story a bit hard to believe and tried to 

politely refuse but the man was not prepared to give up. He generously invited me to visit the plant with 

my wife and then make a decision. We were 27 and 26 years old, just married. An all expenses paid trip to 

remote Lazaro Cardenas on the Pacific Coast not only sounded like a fun adventure, but also a welcome 

respite from the harsh winter in Toronto, where I worked at the University. 

So, we went, and we had a blast! On the long flight back, my wife and I discussed the prospect of moving to 

Mexico and decided that while I was anxious to change careers, there was no way we were going to live so 

far away from everything and everyone familiar to us, so early in our lives. I prepared a detailed report of 

the visit so that our benefactor would not feel like I was just taking advantage of his generosity. During my 
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visit to the facility, I had discovered that it was a state-of-the-art plant built by the Japanese for the 

Mexican Government. In fact, it was fully automated and, back in those days, had the most sophisticated 

sensors and computers running the entire plant, with minimal human involvement. But the Mexican 

owners basically ran the plant manually, since no one seemed to understand the highly sophisticated 

system supplied by the Japanese. Given my training in both metallurgy and robotics, I was able to bring the 

sensors and computers back online in the week I was there and demonstrate the true potential of the plant. 

I submitted the report but also sent a polite regret letter to the job offer along with it. I immediately started 

getting calls from Indonesia. The man would not take no for an answer and insisted that I meet him in 

person in New York City. I flew down and met him. He said he understood my hesitation and concerns but 

assured me that in a couple of years he would have plants in USA, Canada and across Europe. I would be 

free to work anywhere in the world after only a couple of years of hardship at the remote location in 

Mexico. My disbelief grew further. While I was impressed despite my initial skepticism, that an Indian can 

own a state-of-the-art steel plant across the world in Mexico, I still could not believe that this unassuming 

young man was capable of buying plants in the all-powerful United States and Canada. I somehow 

managed to get out of the meeting saying no to the job in Mexico. 

As you may have guessed, the man I am talking about was none other than Mr. Laxmi Niwas Mittal after 

whom this institution is named. He did end up acquiring all those plants, which I was dismissive of, and the 

rest they say is history. I wonder what turn my career would have taken if I had said yes to his offer. I would 

have been one of the first employees at the world's largest steel company. Thankfully, Mr. Mittal never held 

this against me. I next met him when he joined the Executive Board of the Indian School of Business many 

years later. He pulled my leg by relating the whole story to the entire Board with great relish about how I 

had “rejected” him! Later, he invited me to join the LNMIIT Governing Council which then resulted in my 

convincing my dear IIT Kanpur roommate, Professor DheerajSanghi, to take on the Director role here for a 

few years. And now this—I am here again at your Director's invitation. So, you see, 26 years ago, destiny had 

already chosen me as your Convocation Speaker.

There are two very powerful lessons in the story I just related. First, anyone can do anything. Really. I 

believe that. Well, perhaps, not literally or entirely. I cannot, for example, ever play cricket for India, I think. 

Or become a neurosurgeon. But my point is not about what you cannot do—in fact, there are many things 

one cannot do. But—and this is the important point—there are many more things you can do, especially if 

you believe you can! Laxmi Niwas Mittal believed he could create a network of highly efficient steel plants 

across the world to build the largest steel company in history and he tenaciously followed his belief. To the 

point of not giving up on hiring even a relatively junior person like me because he knew he needed capable 

people to realize his dream. Now, you may say you don't really know what you want and what if you try and 

fail. Or that people like Mr Mittal are unique and just wanting something doesn't make you successful. And 

not all of us are as lucky. 

All of this is true. But I want you to appreciate the larger point I am making. Take someone like me—I never 

knew what I wanted, and I still don't know what I want. Yet, I have gone from being a small-town boy to 
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becoming an engineer, to getting a PhD, becoming an academic, to switching into a career in management 

consulting, to becoming the CEO of one India's most prominent media companies and then turning 

entrepreneur, to now building not one, but a series of higher education institutions. This is not to boast 

about my achievements but to show you one example of how far one seemingly ordinary person can go. 

When I sat where you are sitting 32 years ago at my Convocation, all I felt was the relief of getting a 

programming job at TCS, which was called Tata Burroughs in those days. I could not imagine I would have 

done all of these things, I never dreamt I would be building universities—there was no way to even think 

that a job or role or opportunity like that existed, or would exist in the future. 

My point is simply this: you can look at Mr. Mittal's story or my story and say, “but I can never be like them.” Or 

you can look at us again and say, “Wow, who knows how far I will go! The possibilities are immense, the 

opportunities so exciting, let me push myself to my best and fullest potential.”

American spiritual leader and author, Marianne Williamson wrote these famous lines that capture what I 

have to say better than I can, so I quote: “our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is 

that we are powerful beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness, that most frightens us. Your playing 

small does not serve the world. We are all meant to shine as children do. It's not just in some of us; it is in 

everyone. And as we let our own lights shine, we unconsciously give other people permission to do the 

same. As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence automatically liberates others.” 

In the coming weeks, I hope you will spend some time dreaming and imagining an interesting and 

meaningful life, allowing yourself to believe that for you, the possibilities are immense. That your next step 

or your first job is not your last; that the opportunities you will have in life are endless. Some of you may be 

excited about the well-paid job you have got or the prestigious admission you have been offered. Know 

that even more exciting opportunities await you–this is just the beginning! There may be some of you who 

feel disappointed because you haven't done as well as your colleagues. Know that your time will come and 

when it does you will be able catch up or surge ahead. And even if you cannot come up with anything, that's 

fine. More than coming up with a brilliant insight on your future, know and believe that your future is what 

you make of it. That you have the power to build an interesting and successful life. 

In the end, know that you will have more opportunities today than I had or my generation or Mr. Mittal's 

generation had. And your true potential is way beyond what you can imagine right now or will ever be able 

to imagine fully. 

And, the second powerful lesson from this story—never underestimate the potential of what others can do. 

Here was Mr. Mittal willing to offer me a position of becoming the #2 person in his most important project 

by betting on my potential. And here I was refusing to believe that he would be able to acquire all the 

plants across the world and place me in any country I wanted to work in. How presumptuous and 

intellectually arrogant of me! Remember, just as you are capable of doing amazing things, others too are 

capable of amazing things, given the right opportunities and chances. 
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Let me give you an example closer to home. You may not know Deepak Bansal. He was sitting where you 

are in 2011. He graduated from the LNMIIT with a BTech but decided to go to a new programme called the 

Young India Fellowship in Delhi. I still don't know what convinced Deepak to do this, I don't think even 

Deepak knows. I think he was fascinated with the idea of studying liberal arts and trying out something 

new. After he joined the programme, he was miserable. As some of you may know, I was the Founding Dean 

of this programme launched by Ashoka University, and Deepak would come to me every day complaining 

about how the programme had not met his expectations, and he had made a mistake in turning down 

offers to do a Master's in reputed foreign universities. There was not much I could do now that he was 

already in the programme, but I encouraged him to make the most of it as long as he was there. As 

Graduation Day approached, Deepak became increasingly anxious. Some of the companies he was 

interested in did not shortlist him and he was getting desperate. One thing was clear, Deepak wanted to 

work abroad, and I was not sure how to help him get a job overseas straight out of India. One day, Deepak 

discovered that the Japanese giant Toshiba had started a leadership program which he decided to apply 

for. It was a long shot and honestly, I never expected Deepak to make it. But a few weeks later he was flown 

to Japan and offered the job. At the job interview, his Japanese recruiters only asked questions about the 

Young India Fellowship programme and what Deepak had learned there. Deepak worked in Toshiba for 

about 4 years. He became very successful, earning out of turn promotions and becoming highly sought 

after. He would later admit that he was surprised at himself. Even though in India he thought his English 

was not great, Deepak's team thought he had great communication skills! As Deepak admits himself, 

because of his liberal arts education, he was able to understand the importance of context, appreciate 

inter-cultural differences, and he quickly became the glue between his Taiwanese, Thai, Japanese and 

American co-workers, all of whom were many years his senior and for whom English was a second 

language and also the only language that they could communicate in. Deepak went on to get admission to 

the prestigious Wharton School of Business two years ago and not happy with not having made it to 

Harvard and Stanford, rejected the offer to apply again. In 2017, Deepak became one of the only two Young 

India Fellows to have joined the Stanford Graduate School of Business, arguably the most difficult 

program in the world to get in to. He will graduate later this year and called me up just the other day to say 

how excited he was to hear I was speaking at his alma mater. 

There is a Deepak Bansal in each one of you. Look around you. Your friends and class mates sitting around 

you are going to surprise you. They will achieve things you never expected of them and so will you. And if 

you don't believe me, just look back at your life and where you began. Think about when you started school, 

your family and the home you grew up in and notice how far you have come. And if you can come this far in 

10-odd years, think how far you can still go, what amazing opportunities await you. You may think that I am 

saying all this to motivate and inspire you. And aren't all Convocation Speakers supposed to do just that. 

It's true, but Convocation Speakers are also chosen so that they can be authentic. Someone once told me, 

“leadership is about never forgetting where you came from.” I have found that this statement always helps 

me look back, marvel at how far I have come, and inspires and excites me about what is to come and how 

far I still have to travel. Of course, the other benefit of this thought is that it keeps you humble and 
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grounded. One tends to get carried away with one's achievements and fall in love with one's own success. 

Looking back at where you came from helps you feel thankful and grateful and, eventually, makes you 

appreciate how much you owe others and the world.  

Before this speech turns into a sermon, I would like to end my address with these beautiful lines which I 

have shared with many a graduating class at ISB, Ashoka and the Vedica Scholars Programme for 

Women—all of which I have had the privilege of being associated with and I hope many of you will also 

choose to join one day!

These lines were written nearly a hundred years ago by American writer Max Ehrmann in a poem called 

Desiderata:

Go placidly amid the noise and haste,

and remember what peace there may be in silence.

As far as possible without surrender

be on good terms with all persons.

Speak your truth quietly and clearly;

and listen to others,

even the dull and the ignorant;

they too have their story.

Avoid loud and aggressive persons,

they are vexations to the spirit.

If you compare yourself with others,

you may become vain and bitter;

for always there will be greater and lesser persons than yourself.

Enjoy your achievements as well as your plans.

Keep interested in your own career, however humble;

it is a real possession in the changing fortunes of time.

Exercise caution in your business affairs;

for the world is full of trickery.

But let this not blind you to what virtue there is;

many persons strive for high ideals;

and everywhere life is full of heroism.

Be yourself.

Especially, do not feign affection.

Neither be cynical about love;

for in the face of all aridity and disenchantment

it is as perennial as the grass.

Take kindly the counsel of the years,

gracefully surrendering the things of youth.
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Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in sudden misfortune.

But do not distress yourself with dark imaginings.

Many fears are born of fatigue and loneliness.

Beyond a wholesome discipline,

be gentle with yourself.

You are a child of the universe,

no less than the trees and the stars;

you have a right to be here.

And whether or not it is clear to you,

no doubt the universe is unfolding as it should.

Therefore be at peace with God,

whatever you conceive Him to be,

and whatever your labors and aspirations,

in the noisy confusion of life keep peace with your soul.

With all its sham, drudgery, and broken dreams,

it is still a beautiful world.

Be cheerful.

Strive to be happy.

Thank you again for inviting me to speak to you today. Congratulations to all of you and wish you all the 

very best for your future!
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GRADUATION DATA

Branch Ph.D. M.Tech. M.Sc. B.Tech.  Total

Communication and Computer Engineering 0 0 0 40 40

Computer Science and Engineering 0 0 0 144 144

Electronics and Communication Engineering 1 4 0 111 116

Mechanical Engineering 0 0 0 27 27

Mechatronics Engineering 2 0 0 5 7

Mathematics 0 0 4 0 4

Physics 4 0 5 0 9

Humanities and Social Sciences 0 0 0 0 0

Total 7 4 9 327 347
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MASTER OF TECHNOLOGY

Electronics and Communication Engineering

16MEC002 Mohita Jaiswal

16MEC003 Ms. Sandhya Soni

16MEC005 Vaidehi Sharma

14MEC002 Banwarilal Sharma

MASTER OF SCIENCE

Mathematics

16MMT501 Aarchita

16MMT502 Ashish Negi

16MMT503 Priya Bhardwaj

16MMT504 Reetendra Singh

Physics

16MPH501 Ankita Mall

16MPH502 Bantesh Sharma

16MPH503 Hemant Joshi

16MPH504 Ms. Navjyoti

16MPH505 Ranjeet Singh
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LIST OF STUDENTS RECOMMENDED FOR AWARD OF VARIOUS DEGREES 

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Physics

Y11PG916 Patange Mahesh Gangadhar 

Y11PG917  SudhanshuDwivedi 

Y11PG918  Jadhav Jeevanrao Digambarrao 

Y11PG920  BhaskerRamsevakSoni

Electronics and Communication Engineering

14PEC001 Anirudh Agarwal

Mechanical-Mechatronics Engineering

14PMM001 Ankush Choudhary

14PMM002 Prabin Kumar Jha



Communication and Computer Engineering

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY

14UCC001 Abhishek Choudhary

14UCC002 Akash Basudevan

14UCC003 Akhilesh Maheshwari

14UCC004 Anish Kumar

14UCC006 Ankit Gupta

14UCC008 Avani Jain

14UCC009 Aviral Srivastava

14UCC011 Harsh Thakur

14UCC012 HinaVarshney

14UCC013 Jay Krishna

14UCC015 Khyati Chhabra

14UCC016 Lakshya Gupta

14UCC017 LipiChaturvedi

14UCC018 Lovish Jain

14UCC019 Meha Mittal

14UCC020 Mendapara Sanket Dineshbhai

14UCC021 Neha Kumari

14UCC022 Nikhil Ramachandra Shagrithaya

14UCC024 Pooja

14UCC025 Pranav Aniruddha Sarin

14UCC026 Pranav Gupta

14UCC027 Prateek Patodi

14UCC028 Pritha Rahut

14UCC029 Rajat Goyal

14UCC030 Rajat Ranjan

14UCC031 Rajat Sharma

14UCC032 Rishank Megotia

14UCC033 Rishi Vikram

14UCC034 Rohan Abraham Bhatti

14UCC035 Sameeksha Gupta

14UCC036 Shreetama Ray

14UCC037 Shreyansh Kashaliwal

14UCC039 Shubhanshu Vijay

14UCC040 Vaibhav Vyas

14UCC041 Vanshita Tilwani

14UCC042 Vinod Kumar Sharma

14UCC043 Yash Aggarwal

14UCC044 Yash Nayan kumar Sinojia

14UCC045 Shubham Joshi

Y13UC296 Sukhpreet Singh
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Computer Science and Engineering

14UCS001 Aakarsh Singh

14UCS002 Abhinandan Mittal

14UCS003 Abhishreya Dixit

14UCS004 Aditi

14UCS005 Aditi Arora

14UCS006 Aditi Mittal

14UCS007 Aditya Sharma

14UCS008 Akshat Singhatwadia

14UCS009 Akshay Goel

14UCS010 Akshay Modi

14UCS011 Amit Shukla

14UCS012 AnantNema

14UCS013 Anjali Agrawal

14UCS014 Ankit Anand

14UCS015 Ankita Bishnoi

14UCS017 Annu Purohit

14UCS018 Anoop Jain

14UCS019 Anshul Garg

14UCS020 Anshul Goyal

14UCS021 Anumala Rahul

14UCS022 Anupriya Gupta

14UCS023 Anushka Kedia

14UCS024 ArushGoyal

14UCS026 Ashish Kumar Sharma

14UCS027 Ayush Agrawal

14UCS028 Ayush Pareek

14UCS030 Badal Sharma

14UCS031 Bhavuk Kabra

14UCS035 Daksh Jain

14UCS036 Dhairya Dugar

14UCS037 Dheeraj Gupta

14UCS038 Digvijay Singh Shekhawat

14UCS039 Dikshant Rathi

14UCS040 Divyam Upneja

14UCS041 Eeshan Gupta

14UCS042 Garima Jain

14UCS043 Gaurav Hans

14UCS044 Gaurav Miglani

14UCS045 Harsh Deep Singh

14UCS046 Harshit Agrawal

14UCS047 Harshit Jain

14UCS048 Harshita Sodani

14UCS049 IndreshKhandelwal

14UCS050 Ishita Kalra

14UCS051 Jai Goyal

14UCS052 Jeet Kanjani

14UCS053 Kartik Jain

14UCS054 Kaushal Bhardwaj

14UCS055 Kratigya Rastogi

14UCS056 Kshitiz Gupta

14UCS058 Lakshya Mathur

14UCS059 Lokesh Kaushik

14UCS060 Lokesh Todwal

14UCS062 Manish Jain

14UCS063 Manthan Sharma

14UCS064 Mayank Agrawal

14UCS032 Chanpreet Singh Chhabra

14UCS033 Chhatrapati Jain

14UCS034 Chitresh Sharma

14UCS068 Ms. Neelu Maheshwari

14UCS069 Ms. Neha Modi

14UCS070 Mudit Mittal

14UCS071 Mudit Sharma

14UCS072 Mukesh Godara

14UCS073 Mukul Jain

14UCS074 Nadimpalli Sri Harsha

14UCS075 Neha Gupta

14UCS077 Nishant Garg

14UCS078 Nupur Agrawal

14UCS079 Pallav Maheshwari

14UCS080 Parikshit Malik

14UCS081 Pooja Biyani
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14UCS082 Prafful Mehrotra

14UCS083 Pranay Pandey

14UCS084 Pranay Singh

14UCS085 Prashant Sharma

14UCS086 Prateek Agrawal

14UCS087 Priyansh Mangal

14UCS088 Pushpendra Bansal

14UCS089 Rahul Agrawal

14UCS090 Rahul Chawla

14UCS091 Rahul Deewan

14UCS092 Rahul Vyas

14UCS093 Raveesh Taneja

14UCS094 Richa Jain

14UCS095 Rishabh Kapoor

14UCS096 Rishi Raj Singh Balot

14UCS097 Rohan Kulshreshtha

14UCS065 Mohd Tariq

14UCS066 Mohit Kumar

14UCS067 Mridul Garg

14UCS101 Sanaa Wadood

14UCS102 Sanyam Jain

14UCS103 Sarthak Agrawal

14UCS104 Saurav Mehrotra

14UCS105 Shailesh Jindal

14UCS106 Shailesh Singh

14UCS107 Shashank Agarwal

14UCS108 Shashank Gupta

14UCS109 Shashwat Shalvi

14UCS111 Shivansh Bajaj

14UCS112 Shreya Sinha

14UCS113 Shrikant Sharma

14UCS114 Shubham Dubey

14UCS115 Shubham Gupta

14UCS116 Shubham Gupta

14UCS117 Shubham Gupta

14UCS118 Shubham Kasaudhan

14UCS119 Shubham Mittal

14UCS120 Shubham Sharma

14UCS121 Shubham Sharma

14UCS122 Shubham Vashisth

14UCS123 Shubham Vyas

14UCS124 Simran Gupta

14UCS125 Somya Shekhar Jain

14UCS126 Sonali Gupta

14UCS127 Srishti Bhardwaj

14UCS128 Sudhanshu Singh

14UCS129 Sumit Kumar Jiyani

14UCS130 Swapnil Pandey

14UCS098 Saket Kumar Singh

14UCS099 Sakshi Sharma

14UCS100 Samriddh Kulshrestha

14UCS136 Vamsi Krishna P

14UCS137 Vanga Gayathri Rama Krishna Reddy

14UCS138 Vangapati Sandeep Reddy

14UCS139 Varnit Jain

14UCS140 Vedant Yadav

14UCS141 Vidhan Jain

14UCS142 Vijay Sharma

14UCS143 Vikas Singh Kaviya

14UCS144 Vinayak Pramod Kothari

14UCS145 Vineet Suryan

14UCS146 Yagjna Valkya Mounie Kurra

14UCS147 Yashokirti Soni

14UCS148 Yudhisther Bhargava

14UCS150 Anish Singh

14UCS151 Ayushi Gupta

14UCS152 Parth JitenderJaviya

14UCS153 Shruti Sharma

14UCS154 Vasundhara Sharma

14UCS131 Swaraj Kumar

14UCS132 Swati Lodha

14UCS133 Tarun
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Electronics and Communication Engineering

14UEC001 Aastha Bhardwaj

14UEC002 Aayush Agarwal

14UEC004 Abhishek Sukhwal

14UEC005 Aditya Vikram Mitra

14UEC006 Akshansh Bindal

14UEC007 Akul Garg

14UEC008 Anand Jat

14UEC009 Ankit Chaplot

14UEC010 Ankit Gupta

14UEC012 Anshul Ojha

14UEC013 Anuj Gupta

14UEC014 Anusha Agarwal

14UEC015 Arpan Goyal

14UEC016 Arpit Agarwal

14UEC017 Aseem

14UEC018 Avina Jain

14UEC019 Ayush Muniya

14UEC020 Ayush Rastogi

14UEC021 Ayush Vyas

14UEC022 Ayushi Sharma

14UEC023 Bharti Sharma

14UEC024 Bhavik Thakkar

14UEC025 Deepa Daga

14UEC026 Deevisha Verma

14UEC028 Dharmendra Singh Rathore

14UEC029 Divyanshu Rawat

14UEC030 Divyarth Bansal

14UEC031 Garima Chawlani

14UEC036 Hemant Kumar Soni

14UEC037 Himanshu Mathur

14UEC038 Hitesh Garg

14UEC041 Kartikeya Garg

14UEC042 Kaustubh Saini

14UEC043 Kshitij Upadhyay

14UEC044 Kumar Uttpal

14UEC045 Kunal Beniwal

14UEC047 Manmohan Singh Rathore

14UEC048 Mansi

14UEC049 Manya Raman

14UEC050 Meghna Gupta

14UEC051 Mihika Naik

14UEC052 Mithin Nair

14UEC053 Mohit Jaswani

14UEC054 Mupparapu Nitin Raj

14UEC055 Muskaan Goyal

14UEC056 Nidhi Mishra

14UEC057 Nihal Srivastava

14UEC059 Nitesh Malethia

14UEC060 Nitin Gupta

14UEC061 P V Sindhuri

14UEC062 Palash Arora

14UEC064 Parampreet Singh

14UEC066 Prachi

14UEC067 Prakhar Gupta

14UEC068 Prakshi Yadav

14UEC070 Prashant Joshi

14UEC032 Harsh Garg

14UEC033 Harsh Jain

14UEC035 Harshit Somani

14UEC074 Priyanshu Kothyari

14UEC075 Punjal Agarwal

14UEC076 Rajat Bandejiya

14UEC077 Rajat Newatia

14UEC079 Raveena Nathani

14UEC080 Resu Nikhil Reddy

14UEC081 Ritwik Bang

14UEC082 Romit Jain

14UEC083 Sajal Goyal

14UEC084 Sakshi Jain

14UEC085 Samyak Dutt Gupta

14UEC086 Sanya Sandal

14UEC087 Sarthak Soni
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14UEC088 Seren Jhanwar

14UEC089 Shaurya Shubham

14UEC091 Shikhar Mangla

14UEC092 Shikher Garg

14UEC093 Shivam Garg

14UEC094 Shivangi Sharma

14UEC095 ShobhitAsai

14UEC096 Shobhit Bhatnagar

14UEC097 Shriya Rai

14UEC099 Shubham Gupta

14UEC100 Shubham Jain

14UEC101 Shubhayu Khedia

14UEC102 Siddharth Acharya

14UEC103 Siddharth Tiwari

14UEC104 Siyaram Saurabh Dwivedi

14UEC105 Sobhit Sharma

14UEC071 Prashant Singh

14UEC072 Priyal Shah

14UEC073 Priyanshi Johry

14UEC109 Surya Prakash Venkat

14UEC110 Sushil Sundar Raman Iyer

14UEC111 Suyash Jain

14UEC112 Swema Prakash

14UEC113 Varun Kochar

14UEC114 Vasu Jain

14UEC115 Vasundhara Dudeja

14UEC117 Vatsal Gupta

14UEC118 Vikas

14UEC120 Vipul Behl

14UEC121 Yatharth Malik

14UEC122 Sakshi Swarnkar

14UEC123 Ashish Singh Senger

Y13UC061 Ayush Sharma

Y13UC108 Harsh Sharma

Y13UC309 Umrav Singh Shekhawat

Y13UC334 Vivek Yadav

14UEC106 Sonal Bansal

14UEC107 Sudhanshu Gupta

14UEC108 SumitSapra
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Mechanical Engineering

14UMM001 Abhishek Singhal

14UMM002 Akash Chaudhary

14UMM003 Anubhav Singh Tomar

14UMM004 ArunGovind Singh Rathore

14UMM006 Deependra Singh Shekhawat

14UMM008 HimanshuVarshney

14UMM010 Kavish Arora

14UMM011 Kritika Karwasra

14UMM012 Kuldeep Singh Rathore

14UMM013 Mohit Dhaka

14UMM014 Naimuddin Gouri

14UMM015 Paladugu Nikhil Kumar

14UMM016 Parteek Sachdeva

14UMM017 Parth Patsaria

14UMM018 Piyush Tailor

14UMM019 Prabhav Bhavsar

14UMM020 Prateek Gang

14UMM021 Puru Ojha

14UMM022 Robin Soni

14UMM023 Rohit Jhanwar

14UMM024 Satyam Agrawal

14UMM026 Shikhar Varshneya

14UMM028 Shivam Gupta

14UMM032 Suwansh Srivastava

14UMM034 Vaibhav Garg

14UMM035 Vishwas Sharma

14UMM036 Vismay Luhadiya

Mechatronics Engineering

14UMM005 Ashi Choudhary

14UMM009 Ishant Rajpurohit

14UMM025 Savaliya Nirav Bhagavanjibhai

14UMM031 Siddhant Agarwal

14UMM033 Ujjwal Tiwari
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LIST OF STUDENTS WHO ARE AWARDED MEDALS

DIRECTOR'S GOLD MEDAL (UG)

For having graduated with highest CGPA 9.34/10 in the graduating class

AYUSH PAREEK – 14UCS028

 Computer Science and Engineering

SONALI GUPTA – 14UCS126

 Computer Science and Engineering

CHAIRMAN'S GOLD MEDAL

For having achieved excellence in multiple facets of student life 

including but not limited to sports, cultural and academics in the graduating class

SAMYAK DUTT GUPTA – 14UEC085

 Electronics and Communications Engineering
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Note
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